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A single processor time sharing system with a limited number, say r, of service 
positions and unlimited waiting line is studied under a FIFO waiting line dis
cipline. The explicit form of the equilibrium expected response time, condition
al upon the processing requirement length, was derived for the M/M/l case 
with r = 2. For r . > 2 a spectral method is applied for obtaining numerical 
values. The behavior of the expected conditional response time, expressed in 
multiples of the required processing, is then investigated. The second part of 
the paper presents a closed form approximation of the expected response time 
in the M/G/l case. 

1. Introduction. 

This work is part of a study of service schemes in a time sharing system where the proces
sor is c~pable of accommodating a limited number of jobs, say at most r jobs, simultane
ously. Such situations are encountered, for example, in computer systems where the CPU 
serves only those jobs which reside in the primary memory. Jobs which are accommodated 
in a secondary memory must wait until the system moves them into the primary memory. 

In the study we assume that jobs arrive to a single processor facility in accordance to a 
homogeneous Poisson process of intensity A. The processing times required by the jobs 
are assumed to be independent of the arrival process and of each other and identically dis
tributed as a random variable S with a distribution function F s (.). The system has r 
service positions and an unlimited number of ordered waiting positions. At instants when 
the number of jobs n in the system does not exceed r they all occupy service positions. 
When n exceeds r only r jobs occupy service positions while the remaining n - r jobs are 
kept in the waiting line. The processor is always shared equally by all the jobs occupying 
service positions. All such service schemes behave as an M/G/l Processor-Sharing queue 
at instances when the number of jobs in the system is less than r. Thus in order to 
describe an individual scheme one has to specify its behavior at the instances when all the 
service positions are occupied. 

In previous papers [1], [2], we treated schemes where a new arrival is always placed in a 
service position, preempting at random one of the served jobs if all service positions are 
occupied. The preempted job joins the line of waiting jobs. Such schemes were shown to 
belong to the class of symmetric queues, in the sense of Kelly [5]. 

In the present paper we deal with the case where a new arrival joins the end of the wait
ing line, whenever all service positions are occupied. When a service position becomes va
cant, and the waiting line is not empty, the job which is at the head of the line moves 
into the vacant service position. Thus, once a job moves into service it is never preempt
ed. The conditional response time, R (z), of a job with service requirement z is a sum 

R(z) = W + T(z) , (1) 
where W is the time the job spends waiting in line, which is independent of x, and T(x) 
is the time it spends in service. The case of exponential service times was treated by Rege 
and Sengupta [7] who present a method to calculate the moments and the distribution of 
the unconditional response time R. They assume that the total service rate of the server 
may be dependent on the number of jobs in the system for n < r. They also expand on 
the applicability of this type of model to computer systems. -
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In our paper we obtain the expected equilibrium conditional response time, E (R (x», for 
the case of exponential service times, i.e: F s (t) = 1 - p,e -pt, t > 0. Since calculation of 
E{ W) in this case is straightforward, ,the main remaining problem is to calculate. E( T{x». 
We first establish birth-and-death equations from which the evolution of E{ T{x) in x 
can be derived. We can then obtain the explicit form of E{R (x» for r = 2 in terms of 
modified Bessel functions of the first type. For r > 2 we propose two methods for calcu
lating E( T(x» and obtain numerical results using the one which solves the birth-and
death equations by a spectral method. Asymptotic results for E{T{x» and the somewhat 
surprising result that E(T{x»jx is decreasing in x in the neighborhood of x = 0, are also 
presented. Finally, for the case of general F s (.) we derive an , approximation for the 
expected unconditional response time, E{R), which works well for the distribution func
tions and values of r checked by us. 

2. Calculating E{R(x» for Exponentially Distributed Service Times. 

2.1. The expected waiting time, E(W). 

For p = 'A/11 < 1 let 1rn denote the equilibrium probability of there being n jobs -in the 
system, then 

1rn =(I_p)pn, n = 0, 1, 2, ... (2) 

It is easy to see that the waiting time of a job which arrives when all service positions are 
taken is exponentially distributed with mean 1/(11 - A), same as in a M/M/l system. The 
expectation of W is thus 

E (W) = pr /11( 1 - p) . 

These straightforward results could also be obtained from the formulae presented in [7]. 

2.2 The Expected Conditional Time in Service, E{T{x». 

(3) 

We define the "age" of a job residing in a service position at a given time as the amount of 
service it has already received up to that time. Thus, a job of age y > 0 has completed y 
units of its required service and a job of age y = 0 has just entered into a service position. 
For a newly arrived, randomly tagged job, with service requirement greater than y, let 
N(y) and M(y) denote respectively the number of jobs in the system and in service, 
excluding itself, when it reaches age y, and let 

Pn(y)=P(N(y)=n), n=0,1,2, ... , (4) 

Pi, n (y) = P(N(y) = n I N(O) = i) , n = 0, 1, 2, ... , i = 0, 1, 2, ... , (5) 

and 
% 

Pn*(x) = J Pn(Y) dy , Pi;n(x) = f Pi;n(y)dy, x >0, 
o o 

It is easily seen that 

T(x) = J (M(y) + 1) dy, 
o 

from which we have 
00 s 00 

E{T{x)) = E (m{n) + 1) J Pn{y)dy = E (m{n) + l)Pn*{:Z:) 
n-O 0 n-O 
r-2 r-2 

= E (n + 1) Pr! (x) + r (x - E P ra* (x)) , 
ra-O n-O 

where m(n) = min(n, r -1). 
Also 

00 00 

P ra (y) = E 'Pi(O) Pi,ra (11) and P ra* (x) = E Pi (0) Pi~ ra(X) , 
i-O i-O 
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where Pi (0) is the equilibrium probability of i + 1 jobs being in the system at an instant 

when a job enters into;, :~icel~~:i:n;~lea~y (;~I~.~' [7]) :' (: m given by (10) 

1I'"i+l' i = r, r + 1, .... 

To derive E(T(x)), as given in (8), we need to obtain P,t (x), n = 0,1, ... , r - 2. It is not 
difficult to see that N(y) is a birth-and-death process evolving in the interval [0, x] where 
x is the service requirement of the tagged job. The birth and death rates in state n are 
A(m(n) + 1) and J.Lm(n) respectively. Thus Pi n (y), i, n = 0,1,2, ... , satisfy the stan-
dard birth-and-death equations ' 

PI n(Y) = >-.(m(n-l) + I)Pi n-l (y) - (A(m(n) + 1) + J.Lm(n))Pi n (y) , , , 

+J.Lm(n + I)Pi n+l (y), , i, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 0 < y < x , 

with the initial conditions 

( ) _ {I if i = n, 
Pi, n 0 - 0 if i =F n. 

Integrating (11) with respect to y over [0, x] we obtain 

(11) 

(12) 

Pi, n (x) - Pi, n (0) = A(m(n -1) + 1) P~n-l (x) - (>-.(m(n) + 1) + J.Lm(n)) Pi; n(X) 

+ J.Lm(n + 1) Pi~n+l (x), i, n = 0,1, ... ,' x >0 . (13) 

By deconditioning we can replace {Pi n(x)} and {Pi* n (x)} by {Pn (x)} and { Pn*(x)} 
respectively in relation (13). The resutting relation will be referred to as deconditioned 
(13). 
Next we show how P n*(x), n = 0, 1, ... , r - 2, can be obtained from (13) by transform 
methods. For s > 0 we denote the Laplace transform of P n (y) by 

00 

P n = J t! -'11 P n (y) dy. Similarly P n* and Pi; n denote the Laplace transforms of P n*(x) 
o 

and Pi; n(x) respectively. Taking the Laplace transform of deconditioned (13) and noting 

t¥at P n = sP n* we obtain a nonhomogeneous, second order, linear difference equation for 
Pn*· 

A( m (n - 1) + 1) P: -1 - (s + A( m ( n) + 1) 
A A 1 + J.L m ( n )) P n* + J.Lm (n + 1) P: + 1 + - P n (0) = O. 

s 
(14) 

Multiplying (14) by zn, Iz I < 1, and summing over n = 0, 1, 2, ... yields the generating 
function 

where 

and 

Defining 

Z r-2 A 

- g(z) - (1 ~ z)(J.L - AZ) E zn(r -1 - n)Pn* 
s n-O G(z,s)=----------------------------------

(s + rA + (r -1)J.L)z - rAz2 
- (r -1)J.L 

00 A 

G ( z, s) = E z n P n* , 
n -0 

00 I-p 
g{z) = E zn Pn{O) = {I + (I - z)p' %'-1) . 

n-O 1 - zp 

00 A 

Gi(z, 8)= E Z"Pi~'" 
n-O 
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we can get the expression for· Gi (Z,8) from (15) by replacing g{z) and p,t byzi and Pi, " 
respectively. . -

To solve for f> n*, n = 0, 1, ... , r - 2; we first observe that the denominator of (15) has two 
positive roots 

z± = ~ [rA + {r -l)JL + s± V{rA + (r -l)JL + 8)2 - 4r{r -1)AJL). (19) 
2r/\ 

Also it is easy to show that z+ > 1 and z_ < 1. 

Multiplying both sides of (15) by the denominator of its right hang sid~ and th~n substi
tuting z = z_ we obtain a linear equation in the r - 1 unknowns Po*, P I *, ... , P'~2. The 
rem"aining r - 2 linear equations in the same unknowns ar~ pr9vided QY the first r - 2 
equations of (14). Mter solving for the Laplace transforms Pt, Pt, ... , P '*-2 it remains to 
invert them to obtain Pt (x), Pt (x), ... , P'*-2 (x). These must then be substituted in (8) 
to yield E ( T (x». Using . this approach we derived the explicit form of E ( T (x» for the 
case r = 2. This required several · pages of tedious maniplulations and resulted in a highly 
complex form expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions of the first type. Space limi
tations prohibit presenting here this result. 

For r > 2 we propose two numerical methods. The first one was outlined above. In this 
work, however, we obtain numerical results by means of a spectral method for solving the 
birth-and-death equations, as suggested by Ledermann and Reuter [6], (see also Halfin [4]). 

2.3 A Spectral Method for Calculating E(T(x» Numerically. 

Given a birth-and-death process with birth rates Ai' i = 0, 1, 2, .... and death rates 
JLi i = 1, 2, 3, ... , it is possible to obtain an approximate numerical solution of its birth
and-death equations, using a spectral approach, as follows: 

We truncate the state space of the process by setting AK = 0 for some suitably chosen K 
and denote by AK the (K + 1) x (K + 1) transition intensity matrix of the truncated pro
cess. Let ro, rh ... , rK be the eigenvalues of A K , and let Vi and Wi be, respectively, the 
left and right eigenvectors corresponding to ri i = 0, 1, ... , K. Then it is known (see 
Ledermann and Reuter [6]) that all the eigenval~es are real and distinct, on~ of them (say 
ro) is zero and the others are negative, and the transition probabilities Pi j (t) of the 
truncated process satisfy , 

- K 1 , t 
Pi, j (t) = E - Vnj Wni e" ,t > 0 , (20) 

n=O an 
K 

where an = E Vni Wni and Vni and Wni denote the i-th components of the corresponding 
i=O 

eigenvectors. Halfin [4] describes an efficient algorithm for calculating the eigenvalues and 
the eigenvectors. 

Clearly if the original process is ergodic, _with transition probabilities Pi j (t), it is always 
p~ssible to select a finite K such that Pi i (t) will be a good approximation of Pi. j (t), 
Vi, j < K, t > o. In our case, however,' the process N(y), whose birth-and-death' equa
tions are given by (11), is ergodic if and only if p < (r - 1)/r. It may seem that our 
method will therefore fail for 1 > p > (r - 1)/r. The reason why we can still use this 
method for 1 > p > (r - l)/r, with satisfactory results, is that we are interested only in 
relatively very small values of y. Since, for example the probability that the service 
requirement of the ta~ged job will exceed lO/JL is e-1il, and therefore negligible, calcula
tions for 0 < y < 10/JL are sufficient. For such a range of values of 11 the tail Qf {p" (II)} 
will not differ substantially from the tail of {p" (O)}. Since P" (0) = 1r" we may restrict 
the state space to those states which ~upport the bulk of the initial distribution {1r,,}. 

In using this method we first integrate (20) in closed form over [0, z] to produce approxi
mations of Pi;" (x), i = 0, 1, ... , K, n = 0, 1, ... , r - 2, for selected values of %, (we 
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assume J.l = 1, without loss of generality). We then calculate P ,,-(x), using relations (9) 
and (10), and substitute their values in (8) to obtain values of E( T(x ». Values of the 
expected c9nditional response time, R (x), are obtained by adding E (W), given by (3), to 
E(T(x». 

Using relation (7) the spectral method can be applied also to the calculation of higher . 
moments of T(x). 

2.4: The Behavior of E{T{x»/x. 

Let 

hex) = E(T(x)) , x >0, . (21) 
x 

then h (x) is the expected conditional time in service of' a job, expressed as a multiple of 
its service requirement x. In the extreme cases of r = 1 and r = 00 h(x) is constant 
equaling to 1 and 1/(1 - p) respectively. However for 1 < r < 00 one may expect h(x) to 
be an increasing function in x. We were, therefore, somewhat surprised to find out that 
h (x) is actually decreasing in x in the neighborhood of x = O.To see this it is sufficient to 
show that h' (0) < O. 

~or simplicity of notation we shall use T(x) = E( T(x» and M(x) = E(M(x». Expanding 
T(x) as a Taylor series and then dividing by x we obtain 

h(O) = T'(O) , and h'(O) = T"(0)/2 . (22) 

From (7) we know that T' (x) = M(x) + 1, which together with (22) yields 

h(O) = M(O) + 1 ,and h'(O) = M'(0)/2. 
_ 00 

(23) 

By definition M(x) = E m{n)P" (x) . Substituting the form of P,,{O) and using (23) we 
,,=0 

obtain 
r 1 r M (O) = P - P , and h (0) = - p . 

I-p 1-p 
(24) 

To obtain M'(x) we differentiate M{x) with respect to x and then substitute the form of 
P~ (x) from the deconditioned birth-and-death equations (11). Mter some re-arrangement 
of terms many of them cancel out and we obtain 

_ _ 00 00 

M'(x) = A - (J-L - A)M(x) + J.L{r -1) E P" (x) - Ar E P" (x) . (25) 
,,-r ,,-r-l 

substitution of the forms of M{O) and P" (O) yields 

M'(O) = - (r - 1) (1 - p) pr IJ.L (26) 

From (23) and (26) we now have 

h'{O) = -~ (r -1)(1 - p)pr < 0 . (27) 
2J.L . 

Thus h (x) is decreasing in the neighborhood of x = O. However this anomality is res
tricted to a relatively small interval. In most cases the minimum of h(x) is reached 
between x = 0 and x = 1 l/-l. Beyond the point of minimum h (x) is monotone increasing 
and its asymptotic values are not difficult to obtain. Applying L'Hospital's rule to (21) 
and then using (7) we obtain . 

h(oo) = M(oo) + 1 , (28) 
Now N(x)ls ergodic ifJ p < .(r -l)/r. Since M(~ = min(N(x), r -1) then when N(x) 
is ergodic AC(oo) = o. Also P" + 1 (00) = pr I(r -1 P" (00), n > r -1, ang from (25) we 
have that M(oo) = pl(l - p). When p > (r -1) r it is easily seen the M(oo) = r -1. 
From (28) we now obtain the asymptotic values 0 hex). . 
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. ' jl/(1 - 'p) 
h(oo) = , 

r 

if p < (r - 1)1 r , 

if p > (r - 1)1 r . 
(29) 

comparison to (24) shows that h (00) > h (0). 

The shape of h (x) is shown in Figure 1 for p = 0.8, J.L = 1 and several values of r. h (x) is 
very flat in the neighborhood of its minimum and a ''blown up" picture of this neighbor
hood is provided in Figure 2. It should be noted that for p = 0.8 8:nd r < 5 the process is 
not ergodic and the accuracy of the results, obtained by the spectral method, may not be 
as good for large values of x as they are for smaller values of x. 

Figure 1: Expected cOnditional Time In Service 
as a Multiple of Service Requirement 

h(x) - E(T(x»/x 
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Figure 2: An Enlarged Picture of h(x)-h(O) in the 
Neighborhood of the Minimum 
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3. Approximating E(R) for Generally Distributed Service Times. 

In this case we propose the following approximation (derivation is omitted due to space 
limitation ). 

E(R) ~ pr E(S2) + ' 1 - pr E(S). (30) 
(1 - p) 2E(S) 1 - p 

In this expression the first term approximates the expected waiting time E (W), and the 
second term approximates the expected time in service E ( T). This approximation pro
vides the exact results for r = 1 and r = 00. AlSQ, in the case of exponentially distributed 
service times it provides the exact result which is independent of the value of r. 

To obtain an estimate of the order of magnitude of the error involved in using the 
approximation given in (30) we simulated the process .for two types of service times: (i) 
constant service time where the coefficient of variation is zero, and (ii) hyperexponentially 
distributed service times where the coefficient of variation is greater than one. The partic
ular hyperexponential form used was a two terms balanced service time density. Without 
loss of generality we assumed E (S) = 1 in all simulated eases. This assumption results in 
the balanced hyperexponential density being a function of one parameter, the coefficient 
of variation, CV. The simulation was run 36 times (2 values of p, 3 values of r and six 
distributions) and the results for 9 cases with' p = 0 .. 8) are shown in table 1. Si~ilar results 
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were obtained for the case p = 0.6. The expected response times are rounded to two 
decimal places and the % errors to one decimal place. The lengths of the runs were 105 

time units for the constant service time cases and from 106 to 5 X 106 time units for the 
hyperexponen tial cases. 

(CV)2 = 2 

(CV)2 = 10 

TABLE! 

. Expected Response Times Obtained from Simulation 
Compared to Those Obtained by Approximation 

r 

Simulation 
Approximation 

2 

3.35 
3.40 

= 0.8. 

5 

4.10 
4.18 

1.2: Hyperexponentially Distributed Service Times. p = 0.8. 

r 2 5 
Simulation 6.49 5.71 
Approximation 6.60 5.82 

Simulation 19.20 11.95 
Approximation 19.40 12.37 

10 
4.64 
4.73 

10 
5.18 
5.27 

7.17 
7.42 

Overall the approximation is quite good. In the cases of constant service times the % error 
ranged from 0.5 - 2.0 and in the hyperexponential cases it ranged from 0 - 6.9. One must 
allow for the simulation error, especially in the hyperexponential cases with larger 
coefficients of variation. In these cases the convergence was very slow. It is interesting to 
note that only in 5 out of the 36 runs the approximated result is smaller than the simu
lated result. It seems thus that the approximation tends to be slightly on the higher side. 
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